SHINEPRO

KEEP FLOORS CLEAN, BRIGHT AND SAFE.

EXTEND THE LIFE OF YOUR FLOORS AND PRESERVE YOUR INVESTMENT.

REPAIR SMALL PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY BECOME BIG PROBLEMS.
- traffic patterns, low gloss, stains

ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL.
- plan can be tailored to fit individual floor needs
From heavy duty cleaning to micro polishing and burnishing, ShinePro is an efficient and cost effective solution for floor restoration and maintenance in retail, industrial, educational and other facilities.

ShinePro diamond pads can be used Dry on high speed burnishers, and Wet on auto scrubbers, buffers and other floor machines. For wet applications, use them with water, or any approved cleaning solution. Offered in all popular sizes from 7-inch to 27-inch.

The 220 and 400 grit Screens are very aggressive and designed for repair of heavily etched floors. Start with 600 grit Screens to produce a satin smooth surface. Diamonds are open - no break-in time needed. Significantly longer life compared to other diamond restoration systems.

Use the screens wet with weighted swing machines and autoscrubbers. Attach to a standard same sized pad first. Offered in all popular sizes from 13-inch to 27-inch.

The RestorePro system consists of 3 tools: electroplated pads 400 and 600 grit, and a V-Harr resin pad 800 grit. These are 5-inch pads with hook backing and can be attached to any non-woven pad (3 pcs/pad). Run these wet on a low speed machine - autoscrubber, swing machine, etc (rotating only).

**NEW! RESTOREPRO SYSTEM**

**IDEAL FOR CONCRETE & TERRAZZO SPOT REPAIR.**

**SHINEPRO DIAMOND PADS**

OUTSTANDING RESULTS ON POLISHED CONCRETE, NATURAL STONE, TERRAZZO, AND VCT.

**SHINEPRO DIAMOND SCREENS**

PROPRIETARY ELECTROPLATED DIAMOND TECHNOLOGY.
DESIGNED FOR AGGRESSIVE CLEANING AND FLOOR RESTORATION.

**MAINTENANCE AND CARE FOR POLISHED CONCRETE**

DETERMINE WHAT TYPE OF FLOOR YOU HAVE, EVALUATE ITS CONDITION AND DECIDE WHAT LEVEL OF SERVICE IT REQUIRES.

Some sections of the floor may require different levels of maintenance.

**DAILY MAINTENANCE:**

1. Dust mop.
2. Scrub with an autoscrubber with ShinePro BUFF pad and a cleaning solution.
3. (optional) High-speed burnish 1-3 times a week with ShinePro BUFF pad.

**TO BRING LIGHTLY STAINED OR DIRTY FLOORS BACK TO EXPECTED GLOSS LEVELS:**

1. Dust mop.
2. Scrub with ShinePro 1800 pad for four passes with a cleaning solution in auto-scrubber.
3. Burnish with ShinePro 1800 grit pad.
4. Apply appropriate protective treatment and high-speed burnish with ShinePro BUFF pad.

Alternate the direction of the auto-scrubber each night, starting at the stopping point from the previous night. Walk at a slower pace at areas with lower gloss or staining.

When above procedure does not bring back desired clarity or gloss, start with ShinePro 800 grit pad instead.

**FLOOR RESTORATION PROCEDURE FOR FLOORS WITH WEAR PATTERNS, STAINS, AND MATTE LOOK, THAT DON'T RESPOND TO MAINTENANCE:**

**MAINTENANCE AND CARE FOR VCT AND EPOXY TERRAZZO**

• Clean daily and burnish weekly with ShinePro BUFF.
• For removing scratches and yellowing, use ShinePro 1800 or 800 grit pad.
• To strip wax and clean tile, start with ShinePro 220 or 400 grit pad.